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Introduction:

Accurate needle tip imaging is fundamental to 
safe and effective ultrasound-guided regional 
anaesthesia (UGRA). The task becomes 
progressively more challenging at steeper needle 
insertion angles. In an attempt to address this issue, 
a new generation of ‘echogenic’ needle designs is 
emerging. We assess the ultrasound visibility of 
three such needles, along with a non-echogenic 
control, in unembalmed human cadaver.

Materials and Methods:

Methodology was developed from previous work 
by one of the authors (GH).1  Multiple images were 
taken of each needle at shallow (15-25°), moderate 
(35-45°) and steep (55-65°) insertion angles using a 
Sonosite M-Turbo. Twenty anaesthetists with varied 
experience in UGRA identified needle tip position 
on each of 36 static images and stated confidence 
in their estimates (‘not’, ‘moderately’ and ‘very’ 
confident). True tip position was determined at the 
time of image generation using dynamic studies 
but concealed from the anaesthetists. Distances 
between estimated and true positions were 
measured.

Results:

Conclusions:
Confidence and accuracy in the assessment of tip location at shallow insertion angles 
did not differ between needles.  
At steeper angles anaesthetists were more confident and accurate in their assessment 
of tip location with the Sonoplex. Accuracy of Sonoplex tip location was unaffected by 
insertion angle.  
With the other needles, where needle tip location was incorrect, anaesthetists 
generally estimated the tip to be located more superficial than it actually was. This has 
potentially important safety implications which can be improved by using the Sonoplex 
needle.
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Characteristics of the four needles studied:

Needle Size Tip Features

Pajunk 
Sonoplex 
Nanoline

22G Facet

Two 10mm circumferential 
textured sections 
(“Cornerstone” reflectors) 
at distal end.

B Braun 
Stimuplex D+

22G Facet
20mm textured section 
(indentations) at distal end.

LifeTech 21G Facet
12.7mm circumferential 
textured section (laser-
etching) at distal end.

Pajunk Uniplex 
Nanoline

22G Facet Non-echogenic control.
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Anaesthetists estimates of tip location presented by needle 
type and insertion angle. Needle shaft represented by grey 
arrow, actual tip location centred on graph origin (0.0). Scale 
-30 to +30mm each axis. At angles greater than 20 degrees, 
Sonoplex tip error was significantly less in both x and y 
axes compared to all other needles studied (p<0.001)

At angles greater than 20 
degrees, Sonoplex tip error 
was significantly less in 
both x and y axes compared 
to all other needles studied  
(p<0.001)




